
CALL # AUTHOR TITLE
005.8 MITNI Mitnick, Kevin The art of invisibility : the world's most famous hacker 

teaches you how to be safe in the age of Big Brother 

and big data 

155.3 FINE Fine, Cordelia Testosterone rex : myths of sex, science, and society 

155.93 CROWE Crowe, Kelsey There is no good card for this : what to say and do 

when life is scary, awful, and unfair to people you love 

248.4 CRON Cron, Ian Morgan The road back to you : an Enneagram journey to self-

discovery 

293.13 GAIMA Gaiman, Neil Norse mythology 

294.3 NHAT Nhat Hanh, Thich At home in the world : stories and essential teachings 

from a monk's life 

303.4833 HEFFE Heffernan, Virginia Magic and loss : the Internet as art 

305.4 ELKIN Elkin, Lauren Flaneuse : women walk the city in Paris, New York, 

Tokyo, Venice and London 

305.42 CRISP Crispin, Jessa Why I am not a feminist : a feminist manifesto 

305.8 DYSON Dyson, Michael Eric Tears we cannot stop : a sermon to white America 

306.3 THOMP Thompson, Derek Hit makers : the science of popularity in an age of 

distraction 

306.362 DUNBA Dunbar, Erica Armstrong Never caught : the Washingtons' relentless pursuit of 

their runaway slave, Ona Judge 

306.874 ALEXA Alexander, Jessica Joelle The Danish way of parenting : what the happiest 

people in the world know about raising confident, 

capable kids 

306.89 RISS Riss, Suzanne The optimist's guide to divorce : how to get through 

your breakup and create a new life you love 

323.1196 BALDW Baldwin, James I am not your negro : a companion edition to the 

documentary film directed by Raoul Peck 

327.73 KINZE Kinzer, Stephen The true flag : Theodore Roosevelt, Mark Twain, and 

the birth of American empire 

332.63 TYSON Tyson, Eric Mutual funds for dummies 

338.4762 GOLDS Goldstone, Lawrence Drive! : Henry Ford, George Selden, and the race to 

invent the auto age 

345.761 BECK Beck, Joseph Madison My father and Atticus Finch : a lawyer's fight for justice 

in 1930s Alabama 

346.7301 CENZI Cenziper, Debbie Love wins : the lovers and lawyers who fought the 

landmark case for marriage equality 

355.009 DANNE Danner, Mark Spiral : trapped in the forever war 

363.2 CAMPI Campisi, Charles Blue on blue : an insider's story of good cops catching 

bad cops 

363.2 STAMP Stamper, Norm To protect and serve : how to fix America's police 

New Nonfiction March 2017



363.325 MITCH Mitchell, James Enhanced interrogation : inside the minds and motives 

of the Islamic terrorists trying to destroy America 

364.134 LEAME Leamer, Laurence The lynching : the epic courtroom battle that brought 

down the Klan 

364.134 TYSON Tyson, Timothy The blood of Emmett Till 

364.973 GREEN Greenberg, Karen Rogue justice : the making of the security state 

384.51 BLOOM Bloom, John Eccentric orbits : the Iridium story 

529 BURDI Burdick, Alan Why time flies : a mostly scientific investigation 

576.8 BEJAN Bejan, Adrian The physics of life : the evolution of everything 

612.397 MOREL Morell, Sally Fallon Nourishing fats : why we need animal fats for health 

and happiness 

612.8 GODFR Godfrey-Smith, Peter Other minds : the octopus, the sea, and the deep 

origins of consciousness 

613.7 GIBAL Gibala, Martin The one-minute workout : science shows a way to get 

fit that's smarter, faster, shorter 

615.78 KRAME Kramer, Peter Ordinarily well : the case for antidepressants 

616.042 LIPKI Lipkin, Steven Monroe The age of genomes : tales from the front lines of 

genetic medicine 

616.895 AIKEN Aiken, Chris Bipolar, not so much : understanding your mood 

swings and depression 

641.5636 BRITT Britton, Sarah Naturally nourished : healthy, delicious meals made 

with everyday ingredients 

641.813 COOKS Cook's Illustrated all-time best soups 

641.821 ONE One-pan wonders : fuss-free meals for your sheet pan, 

Dutch oven, skillet, roasting pan, casserole, and slow 

cooker 

646.7 LOREA Loreau, Dominique L'art de la simplicite = how to live more with less 

782 SALWE Salwen, Nancy The Fear of Singing Breakthrough Program : learn to 

sing even if you think you can't carry a tune! 

796.086 ZEIGL Zeigler, Cyd Fair play : how LGBT athletes are claiming their rightful 

place in sports 

796.323 REEDE Reeder, Lydia Dust bowl girls : the inspiring story of the team that 

barnstormed its way to basketball glory 

808.51 ANDER Anderson, Chris TED talks : the official TED guide to public speaking 

811 BOURN Bourne, Adele MacVeagh Tide roaring in

818.6 COOPE Cooper, Elisha Falling : a daughter, a father, and a journey back 

917.304 SCHUL Schultz, Patricia 1,000 places to see in the United States & Canada 

before you die 

940.5318 WEITZ Weitzman, S. Mitchell The rose temple : a child holocaust survivor's vision of 

faith, hope and our collective future

940.5322 HAMIL Hamilton, Nigel Commander in chief : FDR's battle with Churchill, 1943 

947.086 ALEKS Aleksievich, Svetlana Secondhand time : the last of the Soviets 

956.05 HAMID Hamid, Shadi Islamic exceptionalism : how the struggle over Islam is 

reshaping the world 



973.3 BECK Beck, Derek Igniting the American Revolution : 1773-1775 

973.921 BAIER Baier, Bret Three days in January : Dwight Eisenhower's final 

mission 

BIOGRAPHY BORGARDT Borgardt, Phyllis Moments from my wild childhood 

BIOGRAPHY BROWN Gary, Amy In the great green room : the brilliant and bold life of 

Margaret Wise Brown 

BIOGRAPHY GUERRERO Guerrero, Diane In the country we love : my family divided 


